
Abstract  
 

The aim of this thesis is to provide a social anthropological analysis and 

interpretation of the freetekno party phenomenon in the Czech Republic from synchronic 

and diachronic perspective. The author bases his argument on both his own field research 

and professional literature on the topic. An extended case method serves as a basic 

methodological Framework. 

After introduction of selected theoretical concepts (music scene, neotribes, youth 

subculture, rites de passage, liminality and liminoidity, spontaneous communitas and 

rhizom) as well as outline of the current state of research in the area of study of the 

freetekno party phenomenon, there is an empirical part of the thesis which consists of two 

main parts: the historical-ethnographic and the analytical-interpretative. The first part 

describes the first rave party in Great Britain, expansion of this phenomenon in 

continental Europe, its adoption in the Czech Republic and its gradual evolution up to the 

present. The following part serves as an analytical-interpretation of the above-outlined 

situation and a subsequent socio-anthropological interpretation. Freetekno scene is 

described as neotribal rhizom and freetekno events are subsequently conceptualized as 

unique ritual processes. The transformation of the freetekno phenomenon is then 

interpreted as a proces of normativization and domestication of spontaneous communitas, 

which leads to the interweaving of the freetekno scene with mainstream society. A part 

of the freetekno scene is attemting to avoid this interweaving by establishing a new lines 

of escape. 

The author finally concludes that the transformation of the freetekno party 

phenomenon does not have a linear progression, but rather reflects a spiral cycle, which 

oscilates between the spontaneous ritual antistructure and the normative social structure 

and the author encourages further study of the possible trajectories, in which the 

development in the context of freetekno culture will move. 
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